Health Applications

WARNING

AVOID physically touching the Skin with the NANO materials and GANS. Never Consume/Eat Ganses. This is for Experimental and Testing Purpose only. Try at your own risk. Your health is your responsibility. No Approved Therapeutic Claims. No Clinical Study has been established yet. Further Study and Consultation is required. General Public and Open Documentation is required.

For EXTERNAL USE ONLY – DO NOT APPLY TO OPEN WOUNDS

Use Cloth to cover sensitive skin areas before applying.
AVOID TOUCHING THE SKIN WITH NANO MATERIALS AND GANS

WARNING

AVOID physically touching the Skin with the NANO materials and GANS
NEVER CONSUME or EAT GANSES
This is for Experimental and Testing Purpose only.
Try at your own risk. Your health is your responsibility.
No Approved Therapeutic Claims. No Clinical Study has been established yet.
Further Study and Consultation is required.
General Public and Open Documentation is required.
For EXTERNAL USE ONLY - DO NOT APPLY TO OPEN WOUNDS
Use Cloth to cover sensitive skin areas before applying.
NEVER CONSUME OR EAT ANY GANSES...
ALWAYS USE PROTECTIVE / SAFETY GLOVES

WARNING

AVOID physically touching the Skin with the NANO materials and GANS NEVER CONSUME or EAT GANSES
This is for Experimental and Testing Purpose only. Try at your own risk. Your health is your responsibility.
No Approved Therapeutic Claims. No Clinical Study has been established yet. Further Study and Consultation is required.
General Public and Open Documentation is required.
For EXTERNAL USE ONLY - DO NOT APPLY TO OPEN WOUNDS
Use Cloth to cover sensitive skin areas before applying.
COMING OUT IN THE MARKET SOON!

Pain Relief Pen


How to Use
1. Always treat others to achieve 100% effectiveness. Self treatment works at 50% effectiveness only.
2. Ask the patient about the history of the pain and his/her intentions to be relieved from pain.
3. Directly point the pen towards the pain area or use the Reflexology Foot and Hand Chart to see the Nerve Ends of a certain part of the body.
4. Send your Good Intentions to the Person through your mind at the same time pointing the pen until the person can feel relief or lightness. (Tiny electricity, Tingling sensation, Heat can be felt.) Apply at least 30 seconds - 3 minutes.

Apply to Common Pains:
- Tooth Ache
- Head Ache
- Muscle/Joint pains
- Back pains
- Knee Pains, Ankle Pains
- Injury Pains, Sprains; Shoulder Pain
- Neck Pain; Other Physical Body Pains

DISCLAIMER
- No Approved Therapeutic claims. No Clinical Study
- For EXTERNAL USE ONLY, DO NOT APPLY TO OPEN WOUNDS
- Use Cloth to cover sensitive skin areas before applying. AVOID physically touching the Skin with the Nano Coated Wire
EMERGENCY PLASMA KIT and PROTOCOLS
Observe the animals around you; they are the first indication of alert of Natural Disasters. You have 10 minutes to prepare when the dogs start howling and there are no birds around and nature goes quiet.
Plasma Supplies

1. *Nano Coated Copper Wires*
2. *Bare Copper wires*
3. *Salt*
4. *Fire Torch / Lighter*
5. *Zinc Sheets, Plates, Wires*
6. *Clean Water*
7. *Medicinal Herbs or their Ganses*
8. *Gans material collection*
Plasma Emergency Kit

1. Pain Patches at all sizes
2. Pain Relief Pen
3. Health Cup
4. Rain Jacket with Gans
5. Gloves with Gans
6. Water proof Thermal Knee Socks with Gans
7. Gans Mask
8. Plasma Mosquito Repellant
9. Magrav Power Supply Unit
Emergency Protocols

1. Water Decontamination System
2. Open Wound Treatment
3. Magrav Power Supply System
1: Simplest Pain Relief Patches

• **Description:**
  – Gans Patches that Relieves Pain Fast

• **Applications Testing for:**
  – All kinds of Pain in the Body

• **Materials Needed:**
  – Resealable Plastic Pack
  – Tissue / Table Napkin
  – Water from CO2 Gans Kit
Step 1: Get Plastic Pack and Tissue
Step 2: Insert Tissue
Step 3: Get Water from CO2 Gans Kit

5 ml
Step 4: Pour the Water inside the Plastic
Step 5: Wet all parts of the Tissue
Step 6: Label (One Person Use Only)

PAIN RELIEF PATCH for ............
Step 7: Apply to Pain Area

- Expect pain relief in minutes
- You use for 24 hrs for therapy and healing support
- **You can Use energized CO2 Gans Water**
- You will never consume any Ganses
- You only need to refill the water of the ganses and the information will be transferred in the water.
- You can make any size of patches
Step 8: Use as Direct Food

- Place the Patches on your stomach and head to feed it directly. Use patch combination below:

  - Tissue with Water of CO2 Gans.
  - Tissue with Water of CH3 Gans.
Other ways: if No Gans Available

1. Burn wood and Fruits, Herbs and Spices for health use in a clay or metal pot until it becomes ashes.

2. Once it is burned, collect the ashes, that is your Energized Nano Materials.

3. Mix in water, you have Energized Water.
2: Open Wound/Burns Treatment

1. Clean and Dress the Wound. (not so thick dressing = 3mm)
2. Apply the CO2 Patch
3. You can use Copper Oxide (Cuo) Gans Water Patch for Disinfection (remove this patch after 15 minutes)

Materials Needed:

– Bandages and Plaster
– Cuo & CO2 Gans Water Patch
2: Open Wound/Burns Treatment

• If wounds/Burns have infections you can layer your tissue paper in this order. = CO2 over CuO over CO2. Use this in 15-30 minutes only or in a scheduled manner.

Tissue with Water of CO2 Gans.

Tissue with Water of CuO Gans.
3: Use your Patches in your Health Cups

Wrap it around the Plastic Bottle to energize the water and air inside.
3: Health Cup

1. To energize the Heart, Lungs, Brain you just need to breath in the air of your Health Cup.

2. To energize the Physicality, put water to energize it and drink.
4 How to Decontaminate the Water

• **Materials Needed:**
  
  – Wood Ashes / Nano Coated Wires / Co2 Gans
  – Container
  – Water
4: How to Decontaminate the Water

1. Get a container with water and put Ashes on it.
2. As the Ashes settle on the bottom, get the top water and transfer to other container.
3. Repeat Process 2-3 times to get a purified drinking water.
5: Simplest & Effective Pain Relief Pen

• **Description:**
  – Relieves Pain Fast

• **Applications Testing for:**
  – All kinds of Pain in the Body

• **Materials Needed:**
  – Tape
  – Nano Coated Copper Coil CCW #24 – 7 cm long (thin wires will do)
5: Simplest & Effective Pain Relief Pen

1. Counter CW Coil

2. Wrap with Adhesive Tape
6: Rain Coat & Gloves with Gans

- Energized Coat for extra strength during the any natural disaster

* patches = on the back as well
7: Waterproof Thermal Socks with Gans

- Energized Thermal Socks for pain relief and warming of feet.
- Wear Boots as well
8: Gans Mask

- Mask with Goggles and Air Filter supplemented with the CO2 Gans Patch
9: Mosquito Repellant (simplified) – Lief Tanner

1. Make CO2 gans + Citronella Oil / Lemon Grass extract.
2. Use the Water of the Gans made in making Simple Patches.
3. Wrap the Patches to a plastic Bottle and put Clean water.
4. Wait for 30 minutes – 1 hour and drink the Water. You will have the energy of citronella in your body thus mosquito shy away from you.

Actual Experiment below:
Thank You.. Peace to All

kfphilippines@gmail.com